Understanding Renewable Energy Prosumers
Webinar
21 May 2019

Background and objectives
At a different pace, the energy transition is now happening across Europe and the rest of the
world.
It seems clear where we want to go. The new energy system should be carbon neutral, feed
by green renewable energy sources and a provide a more democratic and inclusive
production and consumption model. Yet, how to get there is still a blur. Citizens organised in
energy communities, including through energy cooperatives and other types of collective
organisational structures, are emerging as an important new player with the potential to
transform the energy model towards a more decentralised, inclusive, participatory and
democratic system.
Organised by the PROSEU European project, this webinar will bring together the knowledge
of both researchers and real-life energy collectives to characterise and learn more about the
new community-based self-consumption and production models emerging throughout
Europe.

For more information about the PROSEU Project, visit www.proseu.eu or contact info@proseu.eu

This project has received funding from the European Union's Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement N°764056. The sole responsibility for the
content of this document lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion
of the funding authorities.
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PROSEU – Prosumers for the Energy Union

Agenda
Tuesday, 21 May 2019
10:30 – 12:00 CET

Link for registration and connection: https://iclei-events.webex.com/icleievents/onstage/g.php?MTID=ec9459ffdbd41d4b417c3856499c96bcf
Time
10:30

Item

Presenter

Welcome and introduction
•

Brief introduction of PROSEU

•

Objectives of the webinar

Inês Campos,
FCiências.ID

10:35

Highlights from the PROSEU survey on collective Renewable
Energy Prosumers in the EU

Lanka Horstink,
UPORTO

10:50

Clean Energy Package: what are renewable and citizens energy
communities

Josh Roberts,
RESCoop

11:05

Learning of City-zen’s Virtual Power Plant demonstration

Marjolein Bot,
Martijn van Eerden,
City-Zen Amsterdam
Initiative

11:20

Title to be confirmed.

Guido Wallraven,
Klimakommune
Sarebeck

11:35

Knowledge sharing and discussion

Facilitated by Inês
Campos, FCiências.ID

11:50

How the PROSEU project is going to work further to
mainstream RES prosumerism?

Inês Campos,
FCiências.ID

Next steps and closing remarks
12:00
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End of webinar
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